Introducing *Common Core Achieve*

*An ALL-NEW high school equivalency test prep program for students with a 9-12 grade level equivalent*

Rooted in the Common Core and College and Career Readiness Standards, *Common Core Achieve* is built on the core content instruction needed for all 2014 high school equivalency exams, and includes test preparation specific to each exam: 2014 GED®, TASC™, and HiSET™.

Buy smart. Buy once. If your state is undecided or changes high school equivalency exam direction in later years, with *Common Core Achieve*, there's no need to buy all new materials.

*Common Core Achieve* provides:
- The most comprehensive solution for the most affordable price
- Flexible learning solutions—print and digital
- LearnSmart Achieve—digital adaptive test prep with test formats matching exams and personalized learning plans
- Engaging, robust professional development for instructors

**PRINT SOLUTIONS**

*Core Subject Modules*
- Reading & Writing, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science
- Diagnostic pre- and post-tests in each title

*Test-Specific Exercise Books*
- Available for 2014 GED®, TASC™, and HiSET™
- Reading & Writing, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science
- Scaffolded instruction and practice that supports increased depth of knowledge

**ONLINE SOLUTIONS**

*Common Core Achieve Online*
- Core content instruction needed for 2014 high school equivalency exams including 2014 GED®, TASC™, and HiSET™
- Common Core and College and Career Readiness Standards-based instruction
- All-in-one platform with instruction and assessment for Reading & Writing, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science—all at **one affordable price**
- Self-paced or instructor-assigned modes for maximum flexibility
- Test-specific learning plans and assessment for 2014 GED®, TASC™, and HiSET™
- Diagnostic subject and unit-level tests
- Computer-based test taking practice for newly tested item types: hot spots, drag-and-drop, short answer box, passage and response box, multiple choice, and more
ONLINE SOLUTIONS continued

LearnSmart Achieve

- Online adaptive test preparation specific to 2014 GED®, TASC™, and HiSET™
- Available for Reading & Writing, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science
- Ongoing diagnostics with real-time data of student mastery
- Remedial mini-lessons and prescribed print and/or digital study plans personalized to each student’s needs
- Computer-based test taking practice for newly tested item types: hot spots, drag-and-drop, short answer box, passage and response box, multiple choice, and more

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Program-specific implementation training

- Delivered on-site, via webinar, or online

Adult Education Online Professional Development Series

- Engaging, research-based instruction from AIR and NCTN
- Self-paced modules for flexible delivery
- Best practices and strategies used within Common Core Basics and Common Core Achieve
- Module on integrating the CCSS into the Adult Ed classroom

About McGraw-Hill Education

Your trusted partner in Adult Education for over 40 years.

McGraw-Hill Education is a digital learning company that draws on its more than 100 years of educational expertise to offer solutions that improve learning outcomes around the world. McGraw-Hill Education is the adaptive education technology leader with the vision for creating a highly personalized learning experience that prepares students of all ages for the world that awaits. The Company has offices across North America, India, China, Europe, the Middle East and South America, and makes its learning solutions available in more than 60 languages. For additional information, visit www.mheducation.com.